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Wetland Functional Evaluation
Exeter Rose Farm, LLC
Oak Street Extension
Exeter, NH

1.0 Introduction
Pursuant to the request by the Exeter Rose Farm, LLC to the Town of Exeter, New Hampshire for
subdivision approval involving work within wetlands and, more specifically, the Wetland
Conservation District (Zoning Article 9 - §9.1.6.C) at the above-referenced location off of Oak
Street Extension in Exeter, NH, specifically Assessors Map 54 – Lots 5-7 and Map 63 – Lot 205,
we herewith submit this Wetland Functional Evaluation to supplement the application as required
under Town of Exeter, New Hampshire – Site & Subdivision Regulations – Section 9.9.3.2.
This report provides an assessment of the existing wetland functions and values at this location
according to the United States Army Corps of Engineers - New England District, Highway
Methodology Workbook Supplement – September 1999 Edition (updated in 2015). This study
does not attempt to evaluate the potential effects of global climate change and associated sea level
rise or tidal surge on the functions and values of wetlands at the subject properties. This
evaluation may use the terms subject properties and subject property interchangeably.
This evaluation assesses the functions and values listed below for primary wetland areas based
upon the current condition, noting that the site is partially developed. The functions and values of
a wetland or adjacent wetlands may be altered, or more specifically, the effectiveness of a wetland
or adjacent wetlands to provide a particular function may be altered (increased or decreased) as a
result of modifications to adjacent uplands, impacts to wetlands elsewhere on site or other
development in the watershed.
Attached is a copy of a composite 7.5 X 15 Minute United States Geological Survey Quadrangle(s)
on which is depicted the approximate location of the subject property. Digital images and
associated descriptions are also attached to this report. Refer to Exhibit 1.

2.0 Existing Conditions
2.1 General Property Description
The site is bounded to the east by active railroad tracks, to the north by the Henderson-Swasey Town
Forest belonging to the Town of Exeter, to the west by developed industrial lands (Industrial Drive and
Commerce Way) as well as Norris Brook Condominiums and to the south by densely developed residential
neighborhoods of single-family homes. A large gas main bisects the western tip of the property.
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Historic land uses at this location included a brick yard and later, rose growing greenhouses and packing
facilities as well as residential housing. Significant portions of the site, including wetlands, have been
altered and some areas are contaminated with lead, coal ash and solid waste associated with the prior land
uses. Numerous man-made wetlands and retention ponds exist as a result of excavation and other earth
moving activities. The man-made retention pond located east of and adjacent to Oak Street Extension,
between the spring house and the pump house described below, was created by excavation and
impoundment. The impoundment consists of a poured concrete structure installed across Norris Brook.
The concrete structure has been partially breached due to erosion at the south end. The dredge spoils from
pond excavation are stockpiled on the south side of the pond in what were likely wetlands before they
were filled. The retention pond contains a large plume of sediment from upstream. It does not appear
that this pond was used for irrigation. The man-made retention ponds located north of Oak Street
Extension captured runoff from the greenhouses. The runoff collected in the largest retention pond was
then reused for irrigation. The hydrant along Oak Street Extension indicates that this retention pond also
serves as fire protection.
The property is partially developed with 9 existing residential dwellings (5 of which are currently
occupied) and several garages / outbuildings that are accessed by Oak Street Extension, which is in
significant disrepair. The concrete structure that formerly housed the rose packing operation and possibly
the heating system also remains. Areas of the property that formerly housed the greenhouse operations
are now generally vegetated with fields that have a shrub / sapling component dominated by black locust
(Robinia pseudoacacia). When the greenhouses were dismantled the concrete slabs were bulldozed and
partially buried / exposed remnants of the concrete slabs as well as piping and other materials can be seen
throughout the area and remain a significant hazard to pedestrians, especially when occasional subsurface
cavities are encountered. Remaining areas of the property are generally forested with a mix of softwood
and hardwood tree species dominated by oak, pine and maple. Norris Brook, a perennial stream, runs
along and through portions of the property. Another unnamed perennial stream (according to some
sources) and two unnamed intermittent streams as well as numerous groundwater seeps (owing to surficial
geology and site soils) also drain the property and all are tributary to Norris Brook within the confines of
the site. Norris Brook eventually drains to the Squamscott River, which is tidally influenced at this
juncture. The influence of the normal tidal cycle does not extend to the subject properties. Most streams
within the property sustain associated wetlands. There are numerous mountain bicycle trails throughout
the property. A gas line/easement, 35-feet in width, traverses the western tip of the property along Norris
Brook. There is a spring house on the property, along Oak Street Extension, near Forest Street, which is
visited frequently by residents of the town. Water is provided to the existing homes on the subject
property from the spring via a pump house (which is located adjacent to Oak Street Extension, between
Oak Street Extension and aforementioned impoundment / pond). The existing homes are served by
individual sewage disposal systems of unknown origin and status.

There are no prime wetlands on or immediately adjacent to the subject property. Prime wetlands
are those wetlands with higher functions and values and receive additional protection under state
law. Exeter has municipally designated prime wetlands recognized by NHDES. Refer to Figure 1
below.
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Figure 1. Prime Wetlands (NHDES Web Site)

2.2 General Project Description
The project proposes an open space development with construction of 3,788± linear feet of new
roadway, servicing approximately 37 new single-family homes. The proposed project will be
serviced by municipal water and sewer utilities. Portions of the site which are contaminated with
lead, coal ash and solid waste are proposed to be remediated during development. The project
proposes to relocate the existing trail that traverses the western end of the property. The project is
also proposing 23± acres of open space (approximately 46 percent of the property) as well as a
neighborhood recreation area. The project will be covered by a Home Owners Association (HOA),
which will be responsible for management of the open space and spring in perpetuity.
2.3 Study Area Determination
Determination of suitable study areas can be somewhat subjective depending upon what criteria are
used to define the study area, especially since wetlands are natural systems and do not recognize
political boundaries such as property lines and because all wetland systems have variations in
physical attributes within a seemingly discreet wetland area.
For this study we distinguished four study areas with an emphasis on hydrology and, to a lesser
degree, flooding. Highway Methodology Wetland Function-Value Forms were completed for each
of the four study areas and copies of the completed forms are attached. Refer to the attached map
(Exhibit 2) for a graphic representation of the lateral extent of the four study areas.
Wetlands associated with Norris Brook upstream and downstream of Oak Street Extension were
separated. They were apparently part of the same wetland system prior to the construction of Oak
Street Extension. The fill placed to construct Oak Street Extension, especially when considered
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with the culvert at Oak Street Extension, create a logical break. Norris Brook is a perennial stream
which flows west to east. Wetlands associated with Norris Brook located upstream (west) of Oak
Street Extension are shaded in blue while wetlands adjacent to Norris Brook located downstream
(east) of Oak Street Extension are shaded in green on Exhibit 2. Wetlands associated with the
unnamed perennial stream were combined with the downstream section of wetlands associated with
Norris Brook and are also shaded in green. The two primary intermittent streams that drain to
Norris Brook were also evaluated separately. Wetlands associated with the western intermittent
stream, which is proposed to be crossed by a cul-de-sac, are shaded in yellow while wetlands
associated with the eastern intermittent stream are shaded in red on Exhibit 1.
Wetlands adjacent to Norris Brook are sustained by periodic overbank flooding supplemented by
significant groundwater inputs, with lesser inputs from sheet / overland flow and finally direct
precipitation. Numerous groundwater seeps can be observed around the Norris Brook drainage
area and we have noted two of the more significant seeps on Exhibit 2.
The subject property includes numerous isolated wetlands that were not included in the evaluation.
These isolated wetlands are man-made, both intentionally for purposes such as irrigation and
incidentally during removal of the greenhouse facilities. Several of the isolated wetlands are
contaminated with hazardous materials, as are adjacent uplands, and as such are proposed to be
altered or eliminated during remediation of these contaminated areas.
2.4 Wetland Study Area Descriptions
Western Intermittent Stream (Yellow) Study Area
Wetlands associated with the western intermittent stream are depicted in yellow shading on Exhibit
2. The stream has origins in largely forested areas located north of the subject property and the
gas pipeline. The gas pipeline includes a gravel access road which concentrates and conveys the
stream through a high-density polyethylene (HDPE) corrugated plastic culvert at the property line
with the subject. The culvert is perched at this location. The stream flows through a forested area
with a dense canopy dominated by coniferous trees (White pine) and poorly drained hydric soils
which are dominated by marine sediments having silt and clay textures. The stream and wetlands
are the same in many locations although there are patches of adjacent wetlands, especially where
supplemental hydrology provided by groundwater exists. The groundwater inputs are not as strong
as those along Norris Brook due to the adjacent upland soil types which are dominated by loamy
glacial till parent materials. There are patches of scrub-shrub wetlands associated with the
groundwater influenced areas, otherwise the dominant wetland classification according to the
National Wetland Inventory (NWI) and Cowardin system is Riverine, Intermittent, Unconsolidated
Bottom, Intermittently Flooded (R4UBJ). The NWI has identified this stream as perennial
however we have observed the stream in a no-flow condition during non-drought conditions. The
relatively small watershed for this stream also contradicts a conclusion that the flow is perennial.
Norris Brook – Upstream (Blue) Study Area
Wetlands associated with Norris Brook located upstream (west) of Oak Street Extension are
depicted in blue shading on Exhibit 2 and generally involve palustrine forested and scrub-shrub
vegetation cover types. Watson Brook is tributary to Norris Brook at the west end of this study
area as is the western intermittent stream described above.
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The wetlands and Norris Brook are confined by steep slopes in this area. The steep slopes on the
north (south facing) side are adjacent to Oak Street Extension and the former greenhouse packing
and heating facilities. Much of the length of the north slope starting near the man-made retention
basin at the base of the slope behind the former packing house and Oak Street Extension has been
filled and the fill often includes solid waste such as white goods and automobile tires as well as
coal ash. Groundwater seeps can be observed emanating from these waste materials in some
locations. The fill appears to have been pushed over an existing bank in many places and is nestled
amongst large trees in numerous locations. Indeed, the largest tree observed on site is a 32.5-inch
diameter White oak located on the north slope below the former packing house. The north slope is
currently forested however as numerous trees have grown back since this fill was placed.
The south slope is forested with a mix of soft and hardwood species that include a significant
number of conifers such as hemlock. One groundwater seep on the south slope may be receiving
stormwater from adjacent development and appears to be experiencing minor erosion with
subsequent sedimentation of the wetland at the toe-of-slope and Norris Brook.
Norris Brook is moderately sinuous in this study area and drains to a 36-inch diameter reinforced
concrete pipe (RCP) at Oak Street Extension. The culvert is partially plugged by debris and acts
as a constriction to flow. The remains of an earthen berm were observed adjacent to the culvert.
The berm resembles an old beaver dam but no associated remains of a beaver lodge have been
observed. The berm has been breached. The dominant substrate in the study area involves poorly
drained soils derived from marine sediments having silt and clay textures. There are pockets of
very poorly drained soils confined within the poorly drained soils and we speculate that their
existence and development may be associated with the flooding or impoundment caused by the
aforementioned berm or beavers but this is not clear. (Some of the various resource maps we have
examined over the last 2 years indicate flooding or ponding in this area.) Braided channels can be
observed and indicate occasional overbank flooding.
Water quality of Norris Brook appears to be good. Turbidity is low overall but the intermittent
stream and Watson Brook contribute sediment and the stream bottom is unconsolidated and also
likely contributes sediment during larger storms. It is not known if the pollutants associated with
the portion of the site which is contaminated exist in the stream. Lead is relatively immobile and
the solid waste is not likely an issue.
The relatively large lobe of the wetland area shaded in blue that extends north-south and parallel to
Oak Street Extension is sustained largely by groundwater with occasional intermittent flow from
impervious and slowly pervious surfaces associated with Oak Street Extension and is eventually
tributary to Norris Brook. The area is predominantly vegetated with shrubs and saplings and was
likely contiguous with wetlands adjacent to the unnamed perennial brook before the construction of
Oak Street Extension. The dominant substrate in this area involves poorly drained soils derived
from marine sediment parent materials dominated by silt and clay textures. This area does not
generally support standing water although it is conceivable that standing water backed up into this
area if the berm identified above was ever functional.
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Norris Brook – Downstream (Green) Study Area
Wetlands located downstream (east) of Oak Street Extension are depicted in green shading on
Exhibit 2 and generally involve palustrine forested and scrub-shrub vegetation cover types that are
moderately dense to dense in most locations. There is a pond immediately downstream (east) of
Oak Street Extension. The pond was created via a combination of excavation and impoundment.
The excavation / dredge spoils were stockpiled to the south of the pond in what were likely
wetlands. The impoundment is created by a concrete structure which has been partially breached
by erosion at the south end. There is a large plume of sediment in the pond, attesting to the
significant erosion and sediment transport taking place from Norris Brook, Watson Brook and the
intermittent stream located upstream (west) of Oak Street Extension.
The wetlands associated with Norris Brook are confined by steep slopes in this study area,
especially toward the east and railroad tracks. The slopes are generally forested with mature mixed
hardwood trees with lesser amounts of coniferous softwoods.
Groundwater seeps are apparent and the most significant is located on the slope near the old
jailhouse on Forest Street which drains to the unnamed perennial stream that is also tributary to
Norris Brook. The slope along the east side of Oak Street Extension, between Oak Street
Extension and the unnamed perennial stream, is generally comprised of fill materials and supports
a large colony of Japanese knotweed, an invasive species. The channel which confines the
unnamed perennial stream, or significant portions thereof, continues to develop in response to the
filling of Oak Street Extension and excavation of the pond and deposition of the dredge spoils. The
unnamed perennial stream is experiencing erosion in various locations with subsequent turbidity
into Norris Brook just below the dam where the unnamed stream enters. Numerous bricks and
brick pieces can be observed in the unnamed perennial stream channel near the juncture with
Norris Brook. Refer to Images 1 and 2.
Norris Brook is moderately sinuous in this study area and drains to a 56-inch wide by 66-inch tall
box culvert comprised by granite blocks/slabs at the downstream (east) property line and railroad
tracks. The culvert is partially plugged by debris and may act as a minor constriction to flow
based upon observations of obscure staining or siltation on the granite blocks. The dominant
substrate in the study area involves poorly drained soils derived from marine sediments having silt
and clay textures although significant sandy areas can be found. Braided channels can be observed
and indicate occasional overbank flooding. Refer to Figure 2 below from the Natural Resources
Inventory prepared for the town in 2011/2012 which indicates the approximate floodplain forest.
Keeping the scale of Figure 2 in mind, the floodplain forest coincides reasonably well with the
Norris Brook study area shaded in green on Exhibit 1.
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FIGURE 2 Floodplain Forest (Exeter Natural Resource Inventory – Map 2)

Water quality of Norris Brook appears to be good. Turbidity is low overall but the unnamed
perennial stream contributes sediment and the bottom of Norris Brook is unconsolidated and also
likely contributes sediment to the stream flow during larger storms.
Eastern Intermittent Stream (Red) Study Area
The wetlands associated with the eastern intermittent stream are shaded in red on Exhibit 2. The
stream has origins in largely forested areas located on private property north of the subject
property as well as the Henderson-Swasey Town Forest. The watershed (19 Ac) that contributes
to this wetland is insufficient to support perennial flow. The wetland has two distinct lobes. The
western lobe extends off site and conveys intermittent stream flow. The eastern lobe stays on site
and provides sheet flow and groundwater discharge that, due to the small subwatershed, never quite
develops channel flow.
The dominant vegetation cover types include forest and scrub-shrub. The dominant substrate
involves poorly drained hydric soils derived from marine sediment parent materials having silt and
clay textures. Adjacent uplands are generally forested but the forest was previously altered and is
regenerating however the area is generally well shaded from thermal impacts, with the possible
exception of the shrubby area near the outlet which lacks a dense tree canopy. This study area is
generally free from obvious dumping and other similar activities that are common to the upper
reaches of the Norris Brook watershed on this property.
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The intermittent stream passes through a constriction at its outlet from this study area, where it
meets the green study area, owing to a combination of natural and man-made influences. The
constriction coincides with an old access road which took advantage of a narrow reach on the
wetland created by natural topography. The access road wetland crossing does not appear to have
altered the topography substantially although there are a significant number of bricks in the area
which would suggest a structure of some sort was installed here previously. Regardless, the stream
flow is restricted here, resulting in a small area of shallow ponding immediately upstream and
minor moderation of stream flows. However, just below the outlet the constriction results in an
increase in flow velocity and turbulence downstream. The increased turbulence has resulted in
some scouring and erosion as well as corresponding sedimentation of downstream wetlands in the
green study area.

3.0 Wetland Functions and Values
Wetland functions are self-sustaining properties and physical attributes of wetlands that exist
without regard to subjective human values. Wetland values are benefits derived from these
functions and physical attributes. The functions assessed by the US Army Corps of Engineers
Highway Methodology are identified below with a brief explanation of what each function and
value considers.
3.1 Functions
Groundwater Recharge/Discharge – The potential for a wetland to recharge water to an
aquifer or discharge groundwater to the surface.
Floodflow Alteration (Storage & Desynchronization) – The potential for a wetland to
reduce flood damage by attenuating floodwaters through storage and desynchronization.
Fish/Shellfish Habitat – The potential for waterbodies associated with wetlands to provide
suitable habitat for fish or shellfish.
Sediment/Toxicant/Pathogen Retention – The potential for the wetland to protect water
quality by trapping sediments, toxicants and pathogens.
Nutrient Removal/Retention/Transformation – The effectiveness of wetlands to protect
water quality and prevent adverse effects associated with excess nutrients in a watershed.
Production Export – The ability of the wetland to produce food for humans or other
organisms.
Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization – The ability of a wetland to stabilize stream banks or
shorelines against erosion.
Wildlife Habitat – The effectiveness of the wetland to provide suitable habitat for
wildlife.
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3.2 Values
Recreation – The ability of the wetland and any associated waterbodies to provide
consumptive (e.g. hunting) and non-consumptive (e.g. hiking) recreational opportunities.
Educational/Scientific Value – The value of the wetland as an outdoor classroom.
Uniqueness/Heritage – The value relating to the effectiveness of the wetland to provide
special values such as unique geologic features.
Visual/Aesthetics – The visual or aesthetic qualities of a wetland.
Threatened/Endangered Species Habitat – The effectiveness of the wetland to support
threatened or endangered species.

4.0 Assumptions
The assessment of wetland functions and values can be an inherently subjective process. The
Highway Methodology strives to eliminate potential bias through implementation of a qualitative
and descriptive approach to functional assessment by requiring the evaluator to review a list of
considerations and qualifiers for each function or value. The list of considerations/qualifiers is
attached to this report as Appendix A.
The Highway Methodology lacks definitions or guidelines for certain abstruse terms associated
with the considerations and qualifiers discussed, therefore, unless stated otherwise in this
document, the evaluation has made the following assumptions and/or interpretations as identified
below by function/value and consideration/qualifier. The considerations/qualifiers and associated
assumptions are numbered to correspond to numbering identified in the Appendix A of the
Highway Methodology Workbook Supplement.

Groundwater Recharge Function
Consideration/Qualifiers 1 and 2
Public or private wells occur downstream of wetland. Potential exists for public or
private wells downstream of the wetland.
Assumption
Downstream is interpreted to involve the entire watershed, even where it extends off-site,
ending at the juncture with the Squamscott River for our purposes. The Highway Method
does not distinguish between dug and drilled wells although their source water is frequently
different. Predominant soils conditions in the area do not lend themselves to productive
dug wells. The above notwithstanding, the area downstream of the subject site is served
by municipal water. Refer to Figure 3 below from Exeter GIS depicting the extent of
municipal water service. The bounds of Exeter Rose Farm are indicated in pink. This
assumption also applies to Consideration/Qualifier 6 – Sediment/Toxicant/Pathogen
Retention Function.
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Figure 3 Exeter Municipal Water (Exeter GIS)

Consideration/Qualifiers 3 and 11
Wetland is underlain by stratified drift. Groundwater quality of the stratified drift aquifer
within or downstream of the wetland meets drinking water standards.
Assumption
Water quality is based on visual observation only. No samples were collected or tested.
This assumption notwithstanding, there are no stratified draft deposits within the area.
The area is also not considered a drinking water focus area according to the Natural
Resource Inventory. Refer to Figure 4 below.
Consideration/Qualifier 12
Quality of water associated with the wetland is high.
Assumption
Water quality is based on visual observation only. No samples were collected or tested.
(Applies to Number 18 under Uniqueness/Heritage also.)
Floodflow Alteration Function
Consideration/Qualifier 1
Area of this wetland is large relative to its watershed.
Assumption
For the purposes of this evaluation, a wetland is considered to be large relative to its
contributing watershed if it represents approximately 25 percent or more of the watershed
area.
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Figure 4 Drinking Water Focus Area (Exeter Natural Resource Inventory – Map 7)

Consideration/Qualifier 11
Valuable properties, structures or resources are located in or near the floodplain
downstream from this wetland.
Assumption
Downstream is interpreted to involve the entire watershed, even where it extends off-site.
Therefore, it is assumed that valuable properties generally lie in or near the floodplain
downstream from the wetland at some point in the watershed. It is noteworthy that Norris
Brook, which drains the subject property, travels a short distance before discharging to
the Squamscott River, at which point any flood affects are neutralized.
Fish/Shellfish Habitat Function
Consideration/Qualifier 3
Size of this wetland is able to support large fish/shellfish populations.
Assumption
Evidence of any fish/shellfish population was interpreted to constitute a large population.
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Sediment/Toxicant/Pathogen Retention Function
Consideration/Qualifier 5
Long duration water retention time is present in this wetland.
Assumption
Long duration water retention time is interpreted as any time period of sufficient
duration that will result in settling of suspended solids constituted by sand and silt size
soil particles; excluding clay size soil particles (for which settling times are often
calculated in days or even weeks, not hours).
Consideration/Qualifier 8
The wetland is known to have existed for more than 50 years.
Assumption
Best professional judgment was used to estimate the relative age of wetlands. Multiple
versions of county soil surveys, aerial photographs and/or topographic quadrangles were
not consulted. Natural wetlands are generally assumed to be more than 50 years old.
Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization Function
Consideration/Qualifier 4
Potential sediment sources are present upstream.
Assumption
Upstream is interpreted to terminate at the property line.
Wildlife Habitat Function
Consideration/Qualifier 2
Water quality of the watercourse, pond, or lake associated with this wetland meets or
exceeds Class A or B standards.
Assumption
Water quality is based on visual observation only and is assumed to meet Class A or B
standards where no obvious signs of excessive turbidity or other pollution were observed.
Consideration/Qualifier 14
Wetland exhibits a high degree of plant species diversity.
Assumption
A high degree of plant species diversity was generally assumed to be present where a
preliminary inventory of plants at a representative observation location within the subject
area revealed a significant number of species relative to other sites in the subject area.
Consideration/Qualifier 15
Wetland exhibits a high degree of diversity in plant community structure (e.g.,
tree/shrub/vine/grasses/mosses)
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Assumption
The presence of representatives of the tree, sapling, shrub, vine, herb/grass, & moss
strata was interpreted to represent a high degree of diversity in plant community
structure.
Recreation Value
Consideration/Qualifier 5
Wetland is a valuable wildlife habitat.
Assumption
All wetlands provide habitat of one degree or another. It is our interpretation that valuable
wildlife habitat refers to wetland wildlife habitat and furthermore that valuable wetland
wildlife habitat possesses the physical attributes such that it can reasonably be anticipated
to provide habitat for important wildlife species; those species which owe all or a
significant part of their life cycle to wetlands. We note that the subject property is not
identified on NH Fish and Game Wildlife Action Plan maps as providing Highest Ranked
Habitat in NH or Highest Ranked Habitat in the Region. These habitat areas are shown in
Figure 5 below in magenta and green respectively.
Figure 5 Wildlife Action Plan (NH Granit)
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In addition to notations of physical attributes made during our numerous site visits dating back to
2015, more recently we placed game trail cameras in two strategic locations within wetlands
adjacent to Norris Brook, one upstream of Oak Street Extension and one downstream, to inform
our evaluation of wildlife utilization in these areas. These cameras possess a detection range of 60feet and 70-foot nighttime infrared illumination range. We have monitored the devices periodically
and attached images (numbers 3 and 4) of wildlife captured by these cameras to this document.
Consideration/Qualifier 7
High visual/aesthetic quality of this potential recreation site.
Assumption
The presence of three or more wetland classes was interpreted to represent high visual
and aesthetic quality. (This is consistent with Educational/Scientific Value
consideration/qualifier #3, Uniqueness/Heritage Value consideration/qualifier #4 and
Visual/Aesthetics Value consideration/qualifier #1.)
Educational/Scientific Value
Consideration/Qualifier 9
Potential educational site is within safe walking distance or short drive to schools.
Assumption
“Safe walking distance” is interpreted to be less than ¼ mile from an educational facility.
(Distance is not the sole measure of a safe walk however. “Short drive” is interpreted to
be less than 3 miles form an educational facility. Note that Main Street School (grades K2) is the closest school to the site at roughly 3,500 feet.) (This interpretation also applies
to Recreation above and Uniqueness/Heritage.)
Consideration/Qualifier 13
No known safety hazards exist within the potential educational site.
Assumption
“Safety hazards” exist everywhere and no activity is without risk. Safety hazards in the
outdoors generally involve physical trip and fall hazards like roots, rocks and holes
as well as environmental hazards such as poison ivy and bee stings; and both types are
known to occur commonly on virtually every natural site. However, for the purpose of
this evaluation, known safety hazard is interpreted to involve unusual hazards that a
reasonable person would not expect to commonly find in the forest such as explosives,
shooting ranges or hazardous waste. (This assumption/interpretation also applies to #10
Uniqueness/Heritage.)
Uniqueness/Heritage Value
Consideration/Qualifier 19
Opportunities for wildlife observation are available.
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Assumption
Most wildlife observations are chance encounters but it is assumed that “opportunities
for wildlife observations” are available in one form or another at virtually any wetland or
location if the observer is quiet and spends enough time. (Most wildlife studies and their
conclusions about anticipated use by wildlife are based upon an evaluation of a particular
locations physical attributes and any signs of wildlife and generally not on observations
of actual wildlife.)
Endangered Species Habitat
Consideration/Qualifier 1/2
Wetland contains or is known to contain threatened or endangered species.
Assumption
The project has contacted the Natural Heritage Bureau (NHB) for information on rare,
threatened or endangered species and a copy of NHB report is attached to this document.
The project continues to work with the NHB and New Hampshire Fish and Game
Department to respond to their concerns so we have not addressed this value individually
for each study area.
5.0 List of Plants and Animals
5.1 List of Wildlife Observed
Birds
Pileated woodpecker
Black-capped chickadee
American robin
Blue jay
Northern cardinal
American goldfinch
Eastern blue bird
Dark-eyed junco
Wild turkey
Red-tailed hawk (overhead)
Turkey vulture (overhead)
Mallard

(Dryocopus pileatus) (audio confirmation)
(Poecile atricapillus)
(Turdus migratorius)
(Cyanocitta cristata)
(Cardinalis cardinalis) (audio confirmation)
(Carduelis tristis)
(Sialia sialis)
(Junco hyemalis)
(Melleagris gallopavo) (tracks)
(Buteo jamaicensis) (audio and visual confirmation)
(Cathartes aura)
(Anas platyrhynchos)

Mammals
Gray squirrel
Raccoon
White-tail deer

(Sciurus carolinensis)
(Procyon lotor) (tracks)
(Odocoileus virginianus) (tracks, scat, images)

Reptiles
Turtle

(No positive identification)
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5.2 List of Common Vegetation (without regard to location)
The following is a list of vegetation which was commonly observed during numerous trips to the
site to identify and delineate wetlands and during other site investigations, including the site visit to
make observations for the wetland functional evaluation. This is not intended to represent an
exhaustive list of vegetation which can be found at the site. The site is not known to possess
habitat for threatened or endangered plant (or animal) species although no exhaustive surveys for
sensitive species have been undertaken. Some plant species were identified by persistent remains.
Trees
White pine
Red Maple
American beech
Poplar
American elm
White ash
Gray birch
Black birch
Yellow birch
Black cherry
Eastern hemlock
Shagbark hickory
Black locust
Box elder
Northern Red oak
Black oak
White oak
Hophornbeam

Pinus strobus
Acer rubrum
Fagus grandifolia
Populus sp.
Ulmus americana
Fraxinus americana
Betula populifolia
Betula lenta
Betula alleghaniensis
Prunus serotina
Tsuga canadensis
Carya ovata
Robinia pseudoacacia
Acer negundo
Quercus rubra
Quercus velutina
Quercus alba
Ostrya virginiana

Some tree species can be found growing as shrubs or saplings as well.
Shrubs / Saplings
Apple
Red-osier dogwood
Red-panicled dogwood
Silky dogwood
Bunchberry
Elderberry
Honeysuckle
Ironwood
Speckled alder
Staghorn sumac
Wild raisin
Arrowwood
Autumn olive
Glossy buckthorn

Malus sp.
Cornus sericea
Cornus racemosa
Cornus amomum
Cornus canadensis
Sambucus canadensis
Lonicera sp.*
Carpinus caroliniana
Alnus rugosa
Rhus typhina
Viburnum cassanoides
Viburnum dentatum
Elaeagnus umbellata*
Frangula alnus*
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Common buckthorn
Meadowsweet
Willow
Burning bush
Winterberry
Japanese barberry
Highbush blueberry
Witch hazel
Multi-flora rose
Maleberry

Rhamnus cathartica*
Spiraea latifolia
Salix sp.
Euonymus alatus*
Ilex verticillata
Berberis thunbergii*
Vaccinium corymbosum
Hamamelis virginiana
Rosa multi-flora*
Lyonia ligustrina

Herbaceous
Burdock
Wood fern
Curley dock
Soft rush
Orchardgrass
Reed canary grass
Tall fescue
Fine fescue
Ryegrass
Garlic mustard
Goldenrods
Queen Anne’s lace
Broad-leaved cat-tail
Sensitive fern
Cinnamon fern
Royal fern
Purple loosestrife
Jewelweed
Japanese knotweed

Arctium minus
Dryopteris cristata
Rumex crispus
Juncus effusus
Dactylis glomerata
Phalaris arundinacea
Festuca arundinacea
Festuca spp.
Lolium perenne
Alliaria petiolata*
Solidago spp.
Daucus carota
Typha latifolia
Onoclea sensibilis
Osmunda cinnamomea
Osmunda regalis
Lythrum salicaria*
Impatiens capensis
Polygonum cuspidatum*

Vines
Grape
Poison ivy
Virginia creeper

Vitis sp.
Toxicodendron radicans (Also observed growing as a ground cover.)
Parthenocissus quinquefolia

Aquatic
Duckweed

Lemna minor

*These species are thought to be invasive.
6.0 FUNCTIONS & VALUES BY STUDY AREA
The following section discusses and describes the functions and values of each wetland study area.
The physical attributes and characteristics of each wetland study area are generally listed on the
attached Wetland Function-Value Evaluation Forms or earlier in this report; therefore we have
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limited the discussions below. An individual form has been completed for each wetland study area
in order to appropriately manage data collection efforts and provide consistency. Similarly, it is
difficult to precisely implement many of the considerations/qualifiers since most wetlands are part
of larger contiguous wetland systems, only a portion of which may fall within the wetland study
area. It is accepted however that conclusions about the effectiveness of a wetland study area to
provide a particular function can change depending upon a host of factors which include the
assessment area involved and the relative juxtaposition with other wetland resources. Conclusions
regarding the functions and values associated with these wetland study areas are summarized
below by area.
6.1 Western Intermittent Stream (Yellow) Study Area
Groundwater Recharge/Discharge
Due to the surrounding surficial geology and soils this area does provide limited recharge to
groundwater but groundwater discharge is apparent although limited as compared to other areas on
site. Groundwater Recharge/Discharge is a principal function of this wetland area.
Floodflow Alteration
At 18,554± square feet (SF) or 0.42 acres, the portion of this wetland that falls on the subject
property represents 2% of its watershed. The watershed was calculated at approximately 19±
acres as measured starting at the juncture of the intermittent stream and Norris Brook. Our
investigations suggest that the inclusion of offsite wetlands will not substantially change this
percentage. The stream also has significant topographic relief. Therefore, this wetland has little
opportunity to alter flood flows due to landscape position. Floodflow alteration is not a principal
function of this wetland area.
Fish and Shellfish Habitat (Freshwater)
Forest land is dominant in the watershed that feeds to wetland. There is a dearth of cover objects
present and the stream is intermittent. The wetland is of insufficient size and depth so as not to
freeze in the winter. Fish and Shellfish Habitat is not a principal function of this wetland study
area.
Sediment/Toxicant/Pathogen Retention
The wetland study area is likely a net supplier of sediment. There are no known toxicant sources
in the watershed above the wetland and the wetland lies upstream of known contaminants at this
site. Fine grained soils are present but retention times are very short due to topographic relief.
Sediment/Toxicant/Pathogen Retention is not a principal function of this wetland area.
Nutrient Removal
This wetland is small compared to its watershed. Deep water and seasonal open water habitat are
absent but slowly draining fine textured soils are present. The dense vegetation community needed
to utilize any nutrients is generally lacking and potential sources of excess nutrients are generally
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absent in the small watershed therefore the opportunity for nutrient attenuation does not exist.
Nutrient Removal is not a principal function of this wetland area.
Production (Nutrient) Export
The wetland area is sparsely vegetated and wildlife food sources are generally limited. Nutrient
export is not a principal function of this wetland area.
Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization
Minor indications of erosion and siltation can be observed in this wetland. The small size,
landscape position, physical attributes and lack of a permanent watercourse deny this area an
opportunity to perform this function. Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization is not a principal function
of this wetland area.
Wildlife Habitat
By our estimation, less than 40% of this wetland edge is bordered by upland wildlife habitat
(brushland, woodland, active farmland, or idle land) at least 500 feet in width. Abandoned
residences at the end of Oak Street Extension to the north and development / activity in the
industrial park to the south are located within 500 feet. The gas main right-of-way (ROW)
represents idle land and creates edge which invites both desirable and less-desirable edge species.
Overland access for wildlife to other wetlands is present and the stream and adjacent upland could
provide a corridor for more tolerant wildlife species. Wildlife food sources are limited. The
wetland does not exhibit a high degree of interspersion of wetland classes and/or open water nor
are inclusions of upland present within the wetland. The density of wetland vegetation and degree
of diversity is low as is diversity of plant community structure. The wetland study area may
provide some suitability for wildlife that is not utterly dependent upon wetlands or for species that
can readily adapt to life in other wetlands however, it is not thought that wildlife habitat is a
principal function of this wetland area.
Recreation
The wetland is not part of an official recreation area, park, or refuge although it extends into land
that comprises the Henderson-Swasey Town Forest which is approximately 250 acres in size and
prohibits hunting. Hunting opportunities are very limited, due to proximity to residential dwellings
and other development, as are fishing opportunities, due to the intermittent flow. The potential for
hiking in the classic sense is low but adjacent uplands provide a suitable connection to the town
forest and an existing trail crosses the wetland study area. The wetland does not possess a high
visual or aesthetic quality nor is it suitable for boating or canoeing. Most wetlands have some
suitability for recreation and this wetland is no exception, but recreation is not a principal value of
this wetland area.
Educational/Scientific Value
The potential educational site is relatively undisturbed (the culvert in the gas ROW near the
property line notwithstanding) and does not contain a diversity of wetland classes. The wetland is
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not considered important wildlife habitat and is not located in or adjacent to a nature preserve or
wildlife management area. No signs of wildlife enhancement, such as bird houses and nesting
boxes, exist on site. The wetland is not permanently flooded and the stream is intermittent.
Potential off-road parking is currently available for a small bus and the wetland is a short drive but
not a safe walk to or from local schools. All wetlands have some suitability for educational
purposes and this wetland is no exception, however educational/scientific values are not principal
values of this wetland area.
Uniqueness/Heritage
Urbanization to the south increases the importance of this wetland. The wetland lacks permanent
open water, a high degree of interspersion of wetland classes and open water, three or more
wetland classes and a suitable viewing area. The wetland is not known to be a site for research and
is not a natural landmark or an exemplary natural community. The wetland is not an important
archaeological site nor does it possess natural geologic or biological features which are locally
rare. The wetland is not connected to a state or federally designated scenic river. Potential offroad parking is available for a smaller bus, accessibility is reasonably good and the wetland is a
short drive (but not a safe walk) to or from schools. Uniqueness / Heritage is not a principal value
of this wetland area.
Visual Quality/Aesthetics
The wetland is not dominated by flowering plants or plants that turn vibrant colors in the fall or
other seasons. Wetland views are generally absent of trash, debris and other signs of disturbance
although adjacent uplands are not. Residential development can be seen from the wetland,
especially outside the growing season. The wetland is not considered to be important wildlife
habitat. Activity associated with the industrial park can be heard from this wetland. Unpleasant
odors were not detected at this wetland. Visual Quality/Aesthetics is not a principal value of this
wetland area.
6.2 Norris Brook – Upstream (Blue) Study Area
Groundwater Recharge/Discharge
Due to the surficial geology and soils of surrounding upland areas this wetland provides significant
groundwater discharge, which helps to provide base flow and sustain perennial flow for Norris
Brook during periods of low precipitation. Groundwater Discharge is a principal function of this
wetland area.
Floodflow Alteration
At approximately 82,830 SF or 1.9± acres in size, the portion of this wetland that falls within the
confines of the site represents 0.42% of its watershed, which is almost 0.7± square miles (as
measured starting where Norris Brook intersects Oak Street Extension. One square mile is roughly
640 acres.).
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It should be noted that the figure above includes 668 SF of wetlands (associated with a
groundwater seep) which are contiguous to other wetlands associated with Norris Brook but are
separated by the property line. Inclusion of the off-site wetlands located between the seep and
Norris Brook does not change our conclusions regarding floodflow alteration as this land is steep
and does not play a significant role in this function.
The man-made retention pond at the west end of this study area is hydrologically connected to the
wetland but it is our observation that the area primarily contains groundwater. Also, its location in
the wetland system appears to provide very little additional floodflow alteration benefit.
Norris Brook is moderately sinuous in this area and the vegetation is relatively dense. The 36-inch
diameter culvert at Oak Street Extension may be undersized and is also significantly plugged with
debris, which acts as a constriction to flow. The Squamscott River is located downstream
approximately 1,375 feet distant and there are a limited number of valuable properties downstream
which argues against this wetland study area being considered important to flood alteration. It is
our feeling however that meaningful alteration of floodflows is being provided (albeit artificially
due to the plugged culvert) and thus represents a principal function of this wetland area.
Fish and Shellfish Habitat (Freshwater)
Forest is the dominant cover type in the watershed above this wetland and an abundance of cover
objects are present. The culvert discussed above provides a significant impediment to aquatic
organism passage due to the fact that the culvert is significantly plugged with debris. Also, the
slope of the pipe presents an impediment to aquatic organism passage, especially at low flow. Fish
and Shellfish Habitat is therefore not a principal function of this wetland area.
Sediment/Toxicant/Pathogen Retention
Norris brook is a potential source of sediment as is the aforementioned western intermittent stream
as well as Watson Brook which is experiencing apparent channel and bank erosion. The wetland
has demonstrable floodflow desynchronization characteristics and there are known toxicants in the
watershed. We believe that Sediment/Toxicant/Pathogen Retention is a principal function of this
wetland study area.
Nutrient Removal
The wetland is small relative to its contributory watershed and open water and deep water habitat
are absent most of the time (with the possible exception of during large storm events due to the
culvert being plugged). The wetland is saturated for most of the season and deep fine grained
sediments are present. Dense woody vegetation is generally present and the opportunity, albeit
limited, for nutrient attenuation exists. Nutrient Removal is a principal function of this wetland
area.
Production (Nutrient) Export
The wetland area is densely vegetated but wildlife food sources are limited and commercial sources
are absent. The fertile frond of sensitive fern can provide food for birds such as American
woodcock (Philohela minor) and wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo). Flowering plants exist,
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including purple loosestrife, and can be used by nectar-gathering insects. Fish and shellfish are not
found in this wetland. Most wetlands provide some suitability for nutrient production and export
but Nutrient Export is not a principal function of this wetland area.
Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization
Minor indications of erosion and siltation can be observed in this wetland and the Norris Brook
channel is a net sediment producer but the stream channel is largely at equilibrium with the
exception of the juncture with Watson Brook which is actively eroding. However, landscape
position, the lack of open water and lack of suitability for boating generally deny this area an
opportunity to perform this function. Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization is not a principal function
of this wetland area.
Wildlife Habitat
The wetland area has been altered by human/development activity and is fragmented by
development (Oak Street Extension – however, since Oak Street Extension was used as the basis to
define this study area fragmentation may not apply). The upland surrounding this wetland is
partially developed therefore less than 40 percent of the wetland edge is bordered by upland
wildlife habitat at least 500-feet in width. The north slope overlooking this wetland was filled with
solid waste and other debris and much of the vegetation in the adjacent upland habitat closest to the
wetland involves what has grown since the area was last altered. The wetland is directly
contiguous with other wetland ecosystems via an intermittent watercourse. Overland access to
other wetlands is present. The presence of speckled alder in certain locations is conducive to
woodcock populations. Significant avian activity has been observed during site visits. The
wetland does not exhibit a high degree of interspersion of wetland classes and/or open water nor
are inclusions of upland within the wetland present. The density of wetland vegetation and degree
of diversity is moderate to high. In our opinion the wetland study area is providing significant local
habitat therefore Wildlife habitat is a principal function of this wetland area. It is worth noting that
the New Hampshire Fish and Game – Wildlife Action Plan did not indicate this area as Highest
Ranked Habitat in NH (depicted in magenta on Figure 5) or Highest Ranked Habitat in the Region
(depicted in green on Figure 5). The area depicted in green in Figure 5 on page 15 appears to
coincide with the Henderson-Swasey Town Forest.
Recreation
The wetland is not part of an official recreation area, park, or refuge. The wetland could be
considered valuable wildlife habitat but hunting opportunities are very limited, if not prohibited,
due to proximity to residential dwellings and other development, as are fishing opportunities due to
the culvert discussed previously. The potential for hiking is unlikely but adjacent uplands (at the
top-of-slope) may provide a more suitable potential connection to the town forest upon further
investigation. The wetland does not possess a high visual or aesthetic quality nor is it suitable for
kayaking, boating or canoeing. Norris Brook is perennial but the stream is less than 10–feet wide
on average and the navigable distance is too short to be attractive. Most wetlands have some
suitability for recreation and this wetland is no exception, but recreation is not a principal value of
this wetland area.
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Educational/Scientific Value
The wetland could be considered valuable wildlife habitat but is not located in a nature preserve or
wildlife management area. Signs of wildlife habitat enhancement are absent. The potential
educational site is disturbed by filling and solid waste disposal and does not contain a diversity of
wetland classes. No signs of wildlife enhancement, such as bird houses and nest boxes, exist on
site. The wetland is not permanently flooded but Norris Brook is perennial. Potential off-road
parking is currently available for a small bus and the wetland is a short drive but not a safe walk to
or from local schools. All wetlands have some suitability for educational purposes and this
wetland is no exception, however educational/scientific values are not principal values of this
wetland area.
Uniqueness/Heritage
The wetland lacks permanent open water, a high degree of interspersion of wetland classes and
open water and three or more wetland classes. There is no apparent location within the wetland
that represents a primary viewing location. The best overall view is from Oak Street Extension or
the top-of-slope from adjacent uplands due to the steep slopes but these views are generally only
available during the winter when the leaves are off the trees. These primary viewing locations will
also include views of adjacent single-family or multifamily residential development. The wetland is
not known to be a site for research and is not a natural landmark or an exemplary natural
community. The wetland is not an important archaeological site nor does it possess natural
geologic or biological features which are locally rare. The wetland is not connected to a state or
federally designated scenic river. Potential off-road parking is available for a small bus. The
wetland is a short drive (but not a safe walk) to or from schools but accessibility can be
challenging due to steep slopes. Solid waste may pose a safety hazard. Urbanization to the south
increases the importance of this wetland but Uniqueness/Heritage is not a principal value of this
wetland area.
Visual Quality/Aesthetics
The wetland is not dominated by flowering plants but has a significant population of red maple
trees and saplings that turn vibrant colors in the fall or other seasons. Residential or other
development cannot be seen from the wetland due to adjacent steep slopes but can be viewed while
gaining access. The wetland could be considered valuable wildlife habitat. The wetland lacks a
good primary viewing location and multiple wetland classes are absent. While, unpleasant odors
were not detected at this wetland, Visual Quality/Aesthetics is not a principal value of this wetland
area.
6.3 Norris Brook – Downstream (Green) Study Area
Groundwater Recharge/Discharge
Due to the surficial geology and soils of surrounding upland areas, which sometimes involve a
sandy cap over silt and clay sediments, this wetland provides significant groundwater discharge,
which helps to provide base flow and sustain perennial flow for Norris Brook and the unnamed
perennial stream during periods of low precipitation. Groundwater Discharge is a principal
function of this wetland area.
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Floodflow Alteration
At approximately 145,448 SF or 3.34± acres in size, (including the pond – which is approximately
0.2± acres) this wetland represents 0.5% of its watershed, which is 1.06 square miles (as measured
starting at the intersection of Norris Brook and the railroad tracks and includes the watershed for
the unnamed intermittent stream which was measured at 0.16 square miles). Norris Brook is
moderately sinuous in this area and vegetation is relatively dense. The granite block box culvert at
the railroad tracks may be slightly undersized for larger storms, which acts as a minor constriction
to flow. The Squamscott River is located downstream approximately 600 feet distant (from where
this study area meets the railroad tracks and property line) and there are a limited number of
valuable properties downstream, which argues against this wetland study area being considered
important to flood alteration. It is our feeling however that, when considered with the pond and
concrete structure, and due to other the characteristics of the larger drainage basin, meaningful
alteration of floodflows is being provided. The floodflow alteration may not be as significant as
the desynchronization provided by the segment of Norris Brook upstream (west) of Oak Street
Extension but still represents a principal function of this wetland area.
Fish and Shellfish Habitat (Freshwater)
Forest is the dominant cover type in the watershed above this wetland and an abundance of cover
objects are present. The granite block box culvert beneath the railroad provides better than
average aquatic organism passage during higher flows but the bottom of the culvert is plugged with
debris, up against which sediment has accumulated to a depth of approximately 18 inches. We can
confirm that we have never observed Norris Brook not to be flowing but we have also never
observed fish in Norris Brook during numerous visits to the site. Fish and Shellfish Habitat is
therefore not a principal function of this wetland area.
Sediment/Toxicant/Pathogen Retention
Norris brook is a potential source of sediment as is the unnamed perennial stream described earlier
which is experiencing apparent channel and bank erosion. The wetland appears to have
demonstrable floodflow desynchronization characteristics and there are known toxicants in the
watershed. We therefore believe that Sediment/Toxicant/Pathogen Retention is a principal function
of this wetland study area.
Nutrient Removal
The wetland is small relative to its contributory watershed and open water and/or deep water
habitat are absent most of the time (with the possible exception of during large storm events). The
wetland is saturated for most of the season and deep fine grained sediments are present. Dense
woody vegetation is generally present and limited opportunity for nutrient attenuation exists.
Nutrient Removal is a principal function of this wetland area.
Production Export
The wetland area is densely vegetated but wildlife food sources are limited and commercial sources
are absent. Flowering plants exist, including purple loosestrife, and can be used by nectargathering insects. Fish and shellfish are not found in this wetland. Most wetlands provide some
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suitability for nutrient production and export but Nutrient Export is not a principal function of this
wetland area.
Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization
Indications of erosion and siltation can be observed in this wetland and the Norris Brook channel is
a net sediment producer but the stream channel is largely at equilibrium. The unnamed perennial
stream is actually less stable than Norris Brook and is also a net supplier of sediment. However,
landscape position, the lack of open water and fetch as well as lack of suitability for boating
generally signify that this wetland area has no opportunity to provide this function. Sediment /
Shoreline Stabilization is therefore not a principal function of this wetland area.
Wildlife Habitat
The wetland area has been altered by human/development activity and the larger wetland system
has been fragmented by development (the railroad and Oak Street Extension – Oak Street
Extension was used as the basis to define this study area so fragmentation may not apply). The
upland surrounding this wetland is partially developed but more than 40 percent of the wetland
edge is bordered by upland wildlife habitat at least 500-feet in width by our estimation. The 500foot buffer is largely forested on the north side and is comprised of forest and grassland on the
south side. The wetland is directly contiguous with other wetland ecosystems via an intermittent
watercourse (the eastern intermittent stream study area). Overland access to other wetlands is
present. Significant avian activity has been observed during site visits. The wetland exhibits a
higher degree of interspersion of wetland classes than the Norris Brook – Upstream (Blue) Study
Area.
With the exception of the pond impounded by the concrete structure, open water is generally absent
and there are no inclusions of upland present within the wetland study area. The pond provides
habitat for wading and aquatic birds species. The density of wetland vegetation and degree of
diversity is moderate to high. Wildlife signs such as tracks and scat as well as cameras that were
installed indicate species such as deer and turkey are utilizing the area. Wildlife and turkey are
species that have a higher than average tolerance for human disturbance and activity. The physical
attributes of the wetland and wildlife sign observed generally indicate that Wildlife Habitat is a
principal function of this wetland area and provides valuable local habitat. It is noteworthy that
the New Hampshire Fish and Game – Wildlife Action Plan (WAP) did not indicate this area or any
part of the subject property as Highest Ranked Habitat in NH (depicted in magenta on Figure 5) or
Highest Ranked Habitat in the Region (depicted in green on Figure 5). Conversely, the Wildlife
Composite Map found in the Natural Resource Inventory identifies this wetland study area as a
wildlife focus area having a co-occurrence of three major characteristics that include highest
ranked habitat in NH from the WAP and rare species/communities from the Natural Heritage
Bureau among numerous other criteria. Refer to Figure 5 on page 15 and Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6 Wildlife Composite Map (Exeter Natural Resource Inventory – Map 8)

Recreation
The wetland is not part of an official recreation area, park, or refuge. The wetland appears to have
significant avian activity and therefore presents some birdwatching opportunities, especially for
those willing to venture off the beaten path. The wetland could be considered valuable wildlife
habitat but hunting opportunities are very limited, if not prohibited, due to proximity to residential
dwellings and other development, as are fishing opportunities. The potential for hiking is unlikely
but adjacent uplands (at the top-of-slope) may provide a suitable connection to the town forest.
The wetland does not possess a high visual or aesthetic quality nor is it suitable for kayaking,
boating or canoeing. Norris Brook is perennial but the stream is less than 10–feet wide and the
navigable distance is too short to be attractive to canoers or kayakers. Most wetlands have some
suitability for recreation and this wetland is no exception, but overall recreation is not a principal
value of this wetland area.
Educational/Scientific Value
The wetland could be considered valuable wildlife habitat but is not located in a nature preserve or
wildlife management area. Signs of wildlife habitat enhancement are absent. The potential
educational site is relatively undisturbed but does contain some diversity of wetland classes. No
signs of wildlife enhancement, such as bird houses and nest boxes, exist on site. The wetland is not
permanently flooded (with the exception of the pond) but Norris Brook is perennial. Potential offroad parking is currently available for a small bus and the wetland is a short drive but not a safe
walk to or from local schools. Access could be challenging due to the steep slopes adjacent to the
wetland study area. All wetlands have some suitability for educational purposes and this wetland
is no exception, however Educational / Scientific values are not principal values of this wetland
area.
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Uniqueness/Heritage
The wetland lacks permanent open water, a high degree of interspersion of wetland classes or open
water and three or more wetland classes. The wetland is not known to be a site for research and is
not a natural landmark or an exemplary natural community. The wetland is not known to be an
important archaeological site nor does it possess biological features which are locally rare. The
wetland includes a productive spring referred to by some as the Jailhouse Spring which is visited
frequently. Urbanization to the south increases the importance of this wetland. The site also has
history as a brickyard. The wetland is not connected to a state or federally designated scenic river.
Potential off-road parking is available, but not for a full size bus. Accessibility can be challenging
due to the steep slopes and the wetland is a short drive to or from schools but walking to the site
for school aged children is not realistic. Uniqueness/Heritage could be considered a principal value
of this wetland study area.
Visual Quality/Aesthetics
The wetland is not dominated by flowering plants but has a meaningful population of red maple
trees and saplings that likely turn vibrant colors in the fall. Residential or other development
cannot be seen from the wetland (except when the leaves are off) due to adjacent steep slopes but
can be viewed while gaining access. The wetland could be considered valuable wildlife habitat.
With the possible exception of the granite block box culvert at the railroad, the wetland lacks a
good primary viewing location and multiple wetland classes are absent. The noise level at this
wetland study area can be intermittently high or distracting due to passing trains. Unpleasant
odors were not detected at this wetland, but Visual Quality/Aesthetics is not a principal value of
this wetland area.

6.4 Eastern Intermittent Stream (Red) Study Area
Groundwater Recharge/Discharge
The drainage basin that contributes to this wetland has similar surficial geology and soils as other
areas in this evaluation and provides limited groundwater discharge as compared to wetlands
associated with Norris Brook and the unnamed perennial stream. Groundwater Recharge /
Discharge is a principal function of this wetland area however.
Floodflow Alteration
At 38,448± SF or 0.88 acres, the portion of this wetland that falls on the subject property
represents <1% of its watershed. The watershed was calculated at approximately 122± acres as
measured beginning at the juncture of the intermittent stream and Norris Brook. Our investigations
suggest that the inclusion of offsite wetlands will not result in the wetland constituting a large
percentage of the watershed. The stream associated with these wetlands is intermittent and also
has significant topographic relief. However, the topography of the basin and other attributes
suggest that this wetland can play a minor role in floodflow alteration in this subwatershed.
Floodflow Alteration is a principal function of this wetland area.
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Fish and Shellfish Habitat (Freshwater)
Forest land is dominant in the contributory watershed. The stream channel is poorly defined in
most locations. Cover objects are generally absent and the stream is intermittent. The wetland is
of insufficient size and depth and does not possess the physical attributes to prevent it from
freezing or icing over in the winter. Fish and Shellfish Habitat is not a principal function of this
wetland study area.
Sediment/Toxicant/Pathogen Retention
The wetland study area is likely a net supplier of sediment. There are no known toxicant sources
in the watershed above the wetland. Fine grained soils are present but retention times are very
short due to topographic relief and basin topography. Sediment/Toxicant/Pathogen Retention is
not a principal function of this wetland area.
Nutrient Removal
This wetland is small compared to its watershed. Deep water and seasonal open water habitat are
absent but slowly draining fine textured soils are present. A locally dense vegetation community
exists and potential sources of excess nutrients are generally absent in the watershed therefore the
opportunity for nutrient attenuation does not exist. Nutrient Removal is not a principal function of
this wetland area.
Production (Nutrient) Export
The wetland area is sporadically vegetated and wildlife food sources are generally limited.
Nutrient Export is not a principal function of this wetland area.
Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization
Minor indications of erosion and siltation can be observed in this wetland. The small size,
landscape position, physical attributes and lack of open water or a permanent watercourse deny
this area an opportunity to perform this function. Sediment/Shoreline Stabilization is not a
principal function of this wetland area.
Wildlife Habitat
By our estimation, less than 40% of this wetland edge is bordered by upland wildlife habitat
(brushland, woodland, active farmland, or idle land) at least 500 feet in width although 300 feet is
plausible on site. Residences along Oak Street Extension and the railroad are located within 500
feet. Overland access for wildlife to other wetlands is present and the stream and adjacent upland
could provide a corridor for wildlife. Wildlife food sources are limited. The wetland does not
exhibit a high degree of interspersion of wetland classes and/or open water nor are inclusions of
upland present within the wetland. The density of wetland vegetation is high in places and degree
of diversity is low as is diversity of plant community structure. The wetland study area may
provide some suitability for common wildlife and those species which are not critically dependent
upon wetlands however it is our opinion that Wildlife Habitat is not a principal function of this
wetland area.
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Recreation
The wetland is not part of an official recreation area, park, or refuge. Hunting opportunities are
very limited, due to proximity to residential dwellings and other development, as well as the
railroad. Fishing opportunities are absent due to the intermittent flow. The potential for hiking in
the adjacent uplands exists and one walking/biking trail that crosses the wetland was observed.
The wetland does not possess a high visual or aesthetic quality nor is it suitable for boating,
canoeing or kayaking. Most wetlands have some suitability for recreation and this wetland is no
exception, but Recreation is not a principal value of this wetland area.
Educational/Scientific Value
The potential educational site is relatively undisturbed (the nearby railroad, bike path and old
access road notwithstanding) but does not contain a diversity of wetland classes. The wetland is
not considered important wildlife habitat and is not located in or adjacent to a nature preserve or
wildlife management area, although the town forest is not far away. No signs of wildlife
enhancement, such as bird houses and nesting boxes, exist on site. The wetland is not permanently
flooded and the stream is intermittent. Potential off-road parking is currently available for a small
bus approximately 1,000 feet away on Oak Street Extension but there is no path between the
apparent parking location and the wetland. A foot path along the railroad tracks exists but is not
considered safe and may not be legal. The wetland is a short drive but not a safe walk to or from
local schools. Educational/Scientific Values are not principal values of this wetland area.
Uniqueness/Heritage
Urbanization to the south increases the importance of this wetland. The wetland lacks permanent
open water, a high degree of interspersion of wetland classes and open water, three or more
wetland classes and a suitable viewing area. The wetland is not known to be a site for research and
is not a natural landmark or an exemplary natural community. The wetland is not an important
archaeological site nor does it possess natural geologic or biological features which are locally
rare. The wetland is not connected to a state or federally designated scenic river. Potential offroad parking is available for a smaller bus, accessibility is questionable and the wetland is a short
drive (but not a safe walk) to or from schools. Uniqueness / Heritage is not a principal value of
this wetland area.
Visual Quality/Aesthetics
The wetland is not dominated by flowering plants or plants that turn vibrant colors in the fall or
other seasons. Wetland views are generally absent of trash, debris and other signs of disturbance.
Limited residential development along Oak Street Extension can be seen from the wetland,
especially outside the growing season. The wetland is not considered to be important wildlife
habitat. The railroad can easily be heard from this wetland. Unpleasant odors were not detected at
this wetland. Visual Quality/Aesthetics is not a principal value of this wetland area.
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7.0 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The Highway Methodology identifies 13 primary functions and values which can potentially be
ascribed to wetlands. The presence of these functions and values provide benefits for society and
the environment.
Our findings resulted in a conclusion that the Western Intermittent Stream (Yellow) Study Area
possesses one (1) principal function – Groundwater Discharge. The observations made of wetland
attributes resulted in a conclusion that the Norris Brook – Upstream (Blue) Study Area
possesses or provides five (5) principal functions: Groundwater Discharge, Floodflow Alteration,
Sediment / Toxicant Retention, Nutrient Removal and Wildlife Habitat. The findings resulted in a
conclusion that Norris Brook – Downstream (Green) Study Area possesses or provides six (6)
principal functions: Groundwater Discharge, Floodflow Alteration, Sediment / Toxicant Retention,
Nutrient Removal, Wildlife Habitat and Uniqueness/Heritage. The Eastern Intermittent Stream
(Red) Study Area findings indicate a total of two (2) principal functions: Groundwater Discharge
and Floodflow Alteration. Refer to Table 1 below.

TABLE 1

TALLY OF PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS / VALUES BY STUDY AREA
STUDY AREA

Function/Value
Groundwater
Floodflow
Alteration
Fish / Shellfish
Sediment/Toxicant
Nutrient Removal
Production Export
Shoreline
Stabilization
Wildlife Habitat
Recreation
Educational Value
Uniqueness /
Heritage
Visual Quality
TOTAL

Yellow
Y
N

Red
Y
Y

Green
Y
Y

Blue
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N
Y
Y
N
N

N
Y
Y
N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

Y
N
N
Y

Y
N
N
N

N
1

N
2

N
6

N
5

The Norris Brook – Downstream (Green) Study Area has the largest number of principal functions
and generally speaking represents the most valuable wetland on this site although the Norris Brook
– Upstream (Blue) Study area is very similar in function and value. This is not surprising since
they have many similar physical attributes and are essentially the same wetland which was bisected
by the construction of Oak Street Extension. Assessing overall wetland value simply based upon
the number of principal functions provided may not be appropriate however.
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We note that all four wetland study areas support groundwater discharge as a principal function.
Groundwater discharge is a function of the dominant upland soil conditions in the area which
generally involve sandy textures of varying thickness over deep, slowly permeable silt and clay
textures. This corroborates our investigations which confirm that there are no stratified drift
deposits and thus no suitable aquifers in the area and therefore groundwater recharge is not a
principal function of any of the wetlands on this site. These findings demonstrate however that
meaningful infiltration of precipitation is taking place in uplands adjacent to site wetlands and this
infiltration is contributing to base flow in Norris Brook and other streams.
We have indicated floodflow alteration as a principal function of the Norris Brook – Upstream
(Blue) Study Area on the attached data form. The presence of floodflow alteration function within
a wetland system and the indication that it is a principal function implies that the wetland system
has the ability to prevent property damage by storing flood waters and desynchronizing peak flows
associated with a storm or flood event. It should be noted that a significant part of the function in
this case is a result of the construction of Oak Street Extension as well as the partially plugged
culvert, both of which are providing a constriction of stream flow. If the culvert is cleaned or
replaced and enlarged this floodflow alteration function will likely be reduced. This is unlikely to
have a significant impact on downstream properties however, of which there are few.
Due to the topography in the general area of this wetland, the plugged culvert and any associated
flooding has little effect on surrounding upstream properties. Oak Street itself actually represents
the lowest elevation in the area at this point in the subwatershed and is at greatest risk for damage
should the pipe become completely plugged or plugged sufficiently that a particular storm causes
water to back up and overtop the road. If this were to happen the resulting erosion and
sedimentation could have negative ramifications for downstream wetlands. Also, were Oak Street
Extension to overtop and fail, downstream properties could be affected although the granite block
box culvert at the railroad would significantly mitigate the effects. A cleaning of the pipe and
installation of a trash rack of some sort may be warranted. Any trash rack should not be installed
at the mouth of the pipe however.
A trash rack is not a panacea however as it also requires
maintenance.
The conclusions above are not to suggest that the various wetland study areas do not perform or
provide any function or value or that they cannot provide or perform any function that is not
identified as a principal function; however the data and our observations and subsequent
conclusions confirm that the wetlands do not perform or provide those functions at an elevated or
significant level. For those interpreting this report, caution needs to be applied when deriving
conclusions about impact assessment when using the findings within. Additionally, do not be
easily tempted to rank or compare the wetlands described within this report against one another and
certainly against other off-site wetlands. Ranking wetlands numerically or rating wetlands low,
medium or high is tempting but is inappropriate and implies a level of accuracy or understanding
of the wetlands and functional evaluation methodologies which may not exist.
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EXETER ROSE FARM, LLC
FUNCTIONAL WETLAND EVALUATION
PHOTOGRAPHS & DESCRIPTIONS
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Image 1 – Unnamed perennial stream. Note bricks and turbidity.

(©Jacobs2018)

Image 2 – Juncture of unnamed perennial stream and Norris Brook (background). Note plume of
slightly turbid water in foreground and on right side of Norris Brook. (©Jacobs2018)
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Image 3 – Wildlife camera image in the Green Wetland Study Area looking upstream (west) along Norris
Brook. Note existing home in on left in center background and deer on right in foreground (©Jacobs2018)

Image 4 – Wildlife camera image in the Green Wetland Study Area looking upstream (west) along Norris
Brook. Note existing home on left in center background and deer on right in foreground (©Jacobs2018)
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Memo
To:

From:
Date:
Re:

cc:

NH Natural Heritage Bureau
NHB Datacheck Results Letter
Marc Jacobs, Consulting Natural Scientist
P.O. Box 417
Greenland, NH, NH 03840-0417
Amy Lamb, NH Natural Heritage Bureau
10/31/2016 (valid for one year from this date)
Review by NH Natural Heritage Bureau
NHB File ID: NHB16-3245
Town:
Description:
Kim Tuttle

Exeter

Location:

Tax Maps: Map 54 Lots 5, 6 & 7; Map
63 Lot 205
Properties being considered for future multi-unit residential development. Project currently in conceptual design phase.

As requested, I have searched our database for records of rare species and exemplary natural communities, with the following results.
Comments: Please contact NHB if the proposed project includes impacts to tidal streams/wetlands, or to emergent/scrub-shrub wetlands. Contact NH
Fish & Game regarding wildlife concerns.
State1
T

Federal
--

sharp-flowered manna grass (Glyceria acutiflora)

E

--

Spongy-leaved Arrowhead (Sagittaria
montevidensis ssp. spongiosa)

E

--

State1
SC
T

Federal
---

Plant species
little-headed spikesedge (Eleocharis parvula)

Vertebrate species
American Eel (Anguilla rostrata)
Northern Black Racer (Coluber constrictor
constrictor)

Notes
Threats are primarily alterations to the hydrology of the wetland, such as ditching or
tidal restrictions that might affect the sheet flow of tidal waters across the intertidal
flat, activities that eliminate plants, and increased input of nutrients and pollutants in
storm runoff.
Primarily vulnerable to changes to the hydrology of its habitat, especially alterations
that change water levels. It may also be susceptible to increased pollutants and
nutrients carried in stormwater runoff.
Primarily vulnerable to changes to the hydrology of its habitat, especially alterations
that change water levels. It may also be susceptible to increased pollutants and
nutrients carried in stormwater runoff.
Notes
Contact the NH Fish & Game Dept (see below).
Contact the NH Fish & Game Dept (see below).

1

Codes: "E" = Endangered, "T" = Threatened, “SC” = Special Concern, "--" = an exemplary natural community, or a rare species tracked by NH Natural Heritage that has not yet
been added to the official state list. An asterisk (*) indicates that the most recent report for that occurrence was more than 20 years ago.

Department of Resources and Economic Development
Division of Forests and Lands
(603) 271-2214 fax: 271-6488

DRED/NHB
172 Pembroke Rd.
Concord, NH 03301

Memo

NH Natural Heritage Bureau
NHB Datacheck Results Letter

Contact for all animal reviews: Kim Tuttle, NH F&G, (603) 271-6544.
A negative result (no record in our database) does not mean that a sensitive species is not present. Our data can only tell you of known occurrences, based on
information gathered by qualified biologists and reported to our office. However, many areas have never been surveyed, or have only been surveyed for certain
species. An on-site survey would provide better information on what species and communities are indeed present.

Department of Resources and Economic Development
Division of Forests and Lands
(603) 271-2214 fax: 271-6488

DRED/NHB
172 Pembroke Rd.
Concord, NH 03301

NHB16-3245

EOCODE:

PMCYP091G0*013*NH

New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau - Plant Record
little-headed spikesedge (Eleocharis parvula)
Legal Status
Federal: Not listed
State:
Listed Threatened

Conservation Status
Global: Demonstrably widespread, abundant, and secure
State: Imperiled due to rarity or vulnerability

Description at this Location
Conservation Rank:
Fair quality, condition and/or landscape context ('C' on a scale of A-D).
Comments on Rank: Small population
Detailed Description: 1996: Small population.
General Area:
1996: In low brackish tidal marsh. Associated with Spartina alterniflora (smooth cord-grass),
Typha angustifolia (narrow-leaved cat-tail), Scirpus robustus (stout bulrush), Atriplex
hastata (halberd-leaved orach), and Amaranthus cannabinus (water hemp).
General Comments:
Management
Comments:
Location
Survey Site Name:
Managed By:

The Great Roundabout and the Squamscott River

County: Rockingham
Town(s): Exeter
Size:
2.8 acres

Elevation:

30 feet

Precision:

Within (but not necessarily restricted to) the area indicated on the map.

Directions:

Along the Squamscott River adjacent to pull-off on east side of Rte. 85 south of Rte. 101.

Dates documented
First reported:
1996-09-04

Last reported:

1996-09-04

NHB16-3245

EOCODE:

PMPOA2Y010*007*NH

New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau - Plant Record
sharp-flowered manna grass (Glyceria acutiflora)
Legal Status
Federal: Not listed
State:
Listed Endangered

Conservation Status
Global: Demonstrably widespread, abundant, and secure
State: Critically imperiled due to rarity or vulnerability

Description at this Location
Conservation Rank:
Good quality, condition and landscape context ('B' on a scale of A-D).
Comments on Rank:
Detailed Description: 1996: 200 to 300 culms in several patches, covering a total of 160 square feet.
General Area:
1996: Small (0.5 acre) Acer rubrum (red maple)/Vaccinium corymbosum (highbush
blueberry) basin swamp on mucky soils. Several windthrows, root mounds and hollows in
the woodland swamp provided marked relief. Shrub and herb development was patchy but
moderate and included highbush blueberry, Ilex verticillata var. padifolia (swamp
winterberry), Cephalanthus occidentalis (buttonbush), Lysimachia terrestris (swamp
candles), Sphagnum spp. (sphagnum moss) and other bryophytes, Sparganium americanum
(lesser bur reed), Bidens frondosa (common bur-marigold), and several other less abundant
species. Only a few small pools of water were remaining by early September in this
seasonally flooded basin. Glyceria acutiflora was associated with Sparganium americanum
(lesser bur reed) in the wetter depressions.
General Comments: 1996: Fort Rock town conservation land supports a variety of good quality upland and
wetland communities.
Management
Comments:
Location
Survey Site Name:
Managed By:

Fort Rock
Henderson-Swasey Town Forest

County: Rockingham
Town(s): Exeter
Size:
2.8 acres

Elevation:

40 feet

Precision:

Within (but not necessarily restricted to) the area indicated on the map.

Directions:

At the Rte. 101/Rte. 85 junction north of Exeter head south on Rte. 85 ca. 0.3 miles. At the railroad
crossing park on the northwest side of the track at the Henderson-Swasey Town Forest. Go west ca.
0.75 miles to site.

Dates documented
First reported:
1996-09-04

Last reported:

1996-09-04

NHB16-3245

EOCODE:

PMALI04042*002*NH

New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau - Plant Record
Spongy-leaved Arrowhead (Sagittaria montevidensis ssp. spongiosa)
Legal Status
Federal: Not listed
State:
Listed Endangered

Conservation Status
Global: Apparently secure but with cause for concern
State: Critically imperiled due to rarity or vulnerability

Description at this Location
Conservation Rank:
Good quality, condition and landscape context ('B' on a scale of A-D).
Comments on Rank:
Detailed Description: 2003: Very common (hundreds of plants) in several areas.
General Area:
2003: Tidal brackish marsh with smooth cordgrass (Spartina alterniflora), softstem bulrush
(Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani), and three-square rush (Schoenoplectus pungens). In
alluvium, with fresh-water cordgrass (Spartina pectinata), common arrowhead (Sagittaria
latifolia), and mild water pepper (Persicaria hydropiperoides).
General Comments:
Management
Comments:
Location
Survey Site Name:
Managed By:

Squamscott River at Exeter

County: Rockingham
Town(s): Exeter
Size:
1.9 acres

Elevation:

Precision:

Within (but not necessarily restricted to) the area indicated on the map.

Directions:

2003: 250 m south of Jady Hill Ave. along the east shore of the Squamscott River in Exeter.

Dates documented
First reported:
2003-07-25

Last reported:

2003-07-25

NHB16-3245

EOCODE:

AFCEA01010*099*NH

New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau - Animal Record
American Eel (Anguilla rostrata)
Legal Status
Federal: Not listed
State:
Special Concern

Conservation Status
Global: Apparently secure but with cause for concern
State: Rare or uncommon

Description at this Location
Not ranked
Conservation Rank:
Comments on Rank:
Detailed Description: 2008: Area 13324: 15 observed.
General Area:
General Comments:
Management
Comments:
Location
Survey Site Name:
Managed By:

Great Brook-Exeter River

County: Rockingham
Town(s): Exeter
Size:
1.9 acres

Elevation:

Precision:

Within (but not necessarily restricted to) the area indicated on the map.

Directions:

2008: Exeter River

Dates documented
First reported:
2008-08-29

Last reported:

2008-08-29

The New Hampshire Fish & Game Department has jurisdiction over rare wildlife in New Hampshire. Please contact
them at 11 Hazen Drive, Concord, NH 03301 or at (603) 271-2461.

NHB16-3245

EOCODE:

ARADB0701D*055*NH

New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau - Animal Record
Northern Black Racer (Coluber constrictor constrictor)
Legal Status
Federal: Not listed
State:
Listed Threatened

Conservation Status
Global: Demonstrably widespread, abundant, and secure
State: Imperiled due to rarity or vulnerability

Description at this Location
Not ranked
Conservation Rank:
Comments on Rank:
Detailed Description: 2012: Area 13078: 1 adult observed.
General Area:
2012: Area 13078: Residential yard.
General Comments:
Management
Comments:
Location
Survey Site Name:
Managed By:

The Oaklands

County: Rockingham
Town(s): Exeter
Size:
.4 acres

Elevation:

Precision:

Within (but not necessarily restricted to) the area indicated on the map.

Directions:

2012: Area 13078: 20 Newfields Road, Exeter.

Dates documented
First reported:
2012-06-23

Last reported:

2012-06-23

The New Hampshire Fish & Game Department has jurisdiction over rare wildlife in New Hampshire. Please contact
them at 11 Hazen Drive, Concord, NH 03301 or at (603) 271-2461.

Appendix A
Wetland evaluation supporting
documentation; Reproducible
forms.
Below is an example list of considerations that was used for a New
Hampshire highway project. Considerations are flexible, based on best
professional judgment and interdisciplinary team consensus. This example
provides a comprehensive base, however, and may only need slight modifications
for use in other projects.
GROUNDWATER RECHARGE/DISCHARGE— This function considers the
potential for a wetland to serve as a groundwater recharge and/or discharge area.
It refers to the fundamental interaction between wetlands and aquifers, regardless
of the size or importance of either.
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1. Public or private wells occur downstream of the wetland.
2. Potential exists for public or private wells downstream of the wetland.
3. Wetland is underlain by stratified drift.
4. Gravel or sandy soils present in or adjacent to the wetland.
5. Fragipan does not occur in the wetland.
6. Fragipan, impervious soils, or bedrock does occur in the wetland.
7. Wetland is associated with a perennial or intermittent watercourse.
8. Signs of groundwater recharge are present or piezometer data
demonstrates recharge.
9. Wetland is associated with a watercourse but lacks a defined outlet or
contains a constricted outlet.
10. Wetland contains only an outlet, no inlet.
11. Groundwater quality of stratified drift aquifer within or downstream
of wetland meets drinking water standards.
12. Quality of water associated with the wetland is high.
13. Signs of groundwater discharge are present (e.g., springs).
14. Water temperature suggests it is a discharge site.
15. Wetland shows signs of variable water levels.
16. Piezometer data demonstrates discharge.
17. Other

FLOODFLOW ALTERATION (Storage & Desynchronization) — This function
considers the effectiveness of the wetland in reducing flood damage by water
retention for prolonged periods following precipitation events and the gradual
release of floodwaters. It adds to the stability of the wetland ecological system or
its buffering characteristics and provides social or economic value relative to
erosion and/or flood prone areas.
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CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1. Area of this wetland is large relative to its watershed.
2. Wetland occurs in the upper portions of its watershed.
3. Effective flood storage is small or non-existent upslope of or above the wetland.
4. Wetland watershed contains a high percent of impervious surfaces.
5. Wetland contains hydric soils which are able to absorb and detain water.
6. Wetland exists in a relatively flat area that has flood storage potential.
7. Wetland has an intermittent outlet, ponded water, or signs are present of variable water level.
8. During flood events, this wetland can retain higher volumes of water than under normal or average
rainfall conditions.
9. Wetland receives and retains overland or sheet flow runoff from surrounding uplands.
10. In the event of a large storm, this wetland may receive and detain excessive flood water from
a nearby watercourse.
11. Valuable properties, structures, or resources are located in or near the floodplain
downstream from the wetland.
12. The watershed has a history of economic loss due to flooding.
13. This wetland is associated with one or more watercourses.
14. This wetland watercourse is sinuous or diffuse.
15. This wetland outlet is constricted.
16. Channel flow velocity is affected by this wetland.
17. Land uses downstream are protected by this wetland.
18. This wetland contains a high density of vegetation.
19. Other

FISH AND SHELLFISH HABITAT (FRESHWATER) — This function considers the effectiveness
of seasonal or permanent watercourses associated with the wetland in question for fish and
shellfish habitat.
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1.
Forest land dominant in the watershed above this wetland.
2.
Abundance of cover objects present.
STOP HERE IF THIS WETLAND IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH A WATERCOURSE
3.
Size of this wetland is able to support large fish/shellfish populations.
4.
Wetland is part of a larger, contiguous watercourse.
5.
Wetland has sufficient size and depth in open water areas so as not to freeze solid and retain
some open water during winter.
6.
Stream width (bank to bank) is more than 50 feet.
7.
Quality of the watercourse associated with this wetland is able to support healthy fish/shellfish
populations.
8.
Streamside vegetation provides shade for the watercourse.
9.
Spawning areas are present (submerged vegetation or gravel beds).
10. Food is available to fish/shellfish populations within this wetland.
11. Barrier(s) to anadromous fish (such as dams, including beaver dams, waterfalls, road crossing)
are absent from the stream reach associated with this wetland.
12. Evidence of fish is present.
13. Wetland is stocked with fish.
14. The watercourse is persistent.
15. Man-made streams are absent.
16. Water velocities are not too excessive for fish usage.
17. Defined stream channel is present.
18. Other

Although the above example refers to freshwater wetlands, it can also be adapted for marine
ecosystems. The following is an example provided by the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) of an adaptation for the fish and shellfish function.
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FISH AND SHELLFISH HABITAT (MARINE) — This function considers the
effectiveness of wetlands, embayments, tidal flats, vegetated shallows, and other
environments in supporting marine resources such as fish, shellfish, marine
mammals, and sea turtles.
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1.
Special aquatic sites (tidal marsh, mud flats, eelgrass beds) are present.
2.
Suitable spawning habitat is present at the site or in the area.
3.
Commercially or recreationally important species are present or suitable habitat
exists.
4.
The wetland/waterway supports prey for higher trophic level marine organisms.
5.
The waterway provides migratory habitat for anadromous fish.
6.
Essential fish habitat, as defined by the 1996 amendments to the Magnuson-Stevens
Fishery & Conservation Act, is present (consultation with NMFS may be necessary).
7.
Other

SEDIMENT/TOXICANT/PATHOGEN RETENTION — This function reduces or
prevents degradation of water quality. It relates to the effectiveness of the wetland
as a trap for sediments, toxicants, or pathogens in runoff water from surrounding
uplands or upstream eroding wetland areas.
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1.
Potential sources of excess sediment are in the watershed above the wetland.
2.
Potential or known sources of toxicants are in the watershed above the wetland.
3.
Opportunity for sediment trapping by slow moving water or deepwater habitat are
present in this wetland.
4.
Fine grained mineral or organic soils are present.
5.
Long duration water retention time is present in this wetland.
6.
Public or private water sources occur downstream.
7.
The wetland edge is broad and intermittently aerobic.
8.
The wetland is known to have existed for more than 50 years.
9.
Drainage ditches have not been constructed in the wetland.
STOP HERE IF WETLAND IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH A WATERCOURSE.
10. Wetland is associated with an intermittent or perennial stream or a lake.
11. Channelized flows have visible velocity decreases in the wetland.
12. Effective floodwater storage in wetland is occurring. Areas of impounded open
water are present.
13. No indicators of erosive forces are present. No high water velocities are present.
14. Diffuse water flows are present in the wetland.
15. Wetland has a high degree of water and vegetation interspersion.
16. Dense vegetation provides opportunity for sediment trapping and/or signs of
sediment accumulation by dense vegetation is present.
17. Other

NUTRIENT REMOVAL/RETENTION/TRANSFORMATION — This function
considers the effectiveness of the wetland as a trap for nutrients in runoff water
from surrounding uplands or contiguous wetlands and the ability of the wetland to
process these nutrients into other forms or trophic levels. One aspect of this
function is to prevent ill effects of nutrients entering aquifers or surface waters
such as ponds, lakes, streams, rivers, or estuaries.
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1.
Wetland is large relative to the size of its watershed.
2.
Deep water or open water habitat exists.
3.
Overall potential for sediment trapping exists in the wetland.
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4. Potential sources of excess nutrients are present in the watershed above the wetland.
5. Wetland saturated for most of the season. Ponded water is present in the wetland.
6. Deep organic/sediment deposits are present.
7. Slowly drained fine grained mineral or organic soils are present.
8. Dense vegetation is present.
9. Emergent vegetation and/or dense woody stems are dominant.
10. Opportunity for nutrient attenuation exists.
11. Vegetation diversity/abundance sufficient to utilize nutrients.
STOP HERE IF WETLAND IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH A WATERCOURSE.
12. Waterflow through this wetland is diffuse.
13. Water retention/detention time in this wetland is increased by constricted outlet or thick vegetation.
14. Water moves slowly through this wetland.
15. Other

PRODUCTION EXPORT (Nutrient) — This function evaluates the effectiveness of the wetland
to produce food or usable products for humans or other living organisms.
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1.
Wildlife food sources grow within this wetland.
2.
Detritus development is present within this wetland
3.
Economically or commercially used products found in this wetland.
4.
Evidence of wildlife use found within this wetland.
5.
Higher trophic level consumers are utilizing this wetland.
6.
Fish or shellfish develop or occur in this wetland.
7.
High vegetation density is present.
8.
Wetland exhibits high degree of plant community structure/species diversity.
9.
High aquatic vegetative diversity/abundance is present.
10. Nutrients exported in wetland watercourses (permanent outlet present).
11. “Flushing” of relatively large amounts of organic plant material occurs from this wetland.
12. Wetland contains flowering plants that are used by nectar-gathering insects.
13. Indications of export are present.
14. High production levels occurring, however, no visible signs of export (assumes export is attenuated).
15. Other

SEDIMENT/SHORELINE STABILIZATION — This function considers the effectiveness of a
wetland to stabilize streambanks and shorelines against erosion.
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1.
Indications of erosion or siltation are present.
2.
Topographical gradient is present in wetland.
3.
Potential sediment sources are present up-slope.
4.
Potential sediment sources are present upstream.
5.
No distinct shoreline or bank is evident between the waterbody and the wetland or upland.
6.
A distinct step between the open waterbody or stream and the adjacent land exists (i.e., sharp
bank) with dense roots throughout.
7.
Wide wetland (>10’) borders watercourse, lake, or pond.
8.
High flow velocities in the wetland.
9.
The watershed is of sufficient size to produce channelized flow.
10. Open water fetch is present.
11. Boating activity is present.
12. Dense vegetation is bordering watercourse, lake, or pond.
13. High percentage of energy-absorbing emergents and/or shrubs border a watercourse, lake, or pond.
14. Vegetation is comprised of large trees and shrubs that withstand major flood events or erosive
incidents and stabilize the shoreline on a large scale (feet).
15. Vegetation is comprised of a dense resilient herbaceous layer that stabilizes sediments and the
shoreline on a small scale (inches) during minor flood events or potentially erosive events.
16. Other
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WILDLIFE HABITAT — This function considers the effectiveness of the wetland
to provide habitat for various types and populations of animals typically associated
with wetlands and the wetland edge. Both resident and/or migrating species must
be considered. Species lists of observed and potential animals should be included
in the wetland assessment report.1
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1.
Wetland is not degraded by human activity.
2.
Water quality of the watercourse, pond, or lake associated with this wetland meets or
exceeds Class A or B standards.
3.
Wetland is not fragmented by development.
4.
Upland surrounding this wetland is undeveloped.
5.
More than 40% of this wetland edge is bordered by upland wildlife habitat (e.g.,
brushland, woodland, active farmland, or idle land) at least 500 feet in width.
6.
Wetland is contiguous with other wetland systems connected by a watercourse
or lake.
7.
Wildlife overland access to other wetlands is present.
8.
Wildlife food sources are within this wetland or are nearby.
9.
Wetland exhibits a high degree of interspersion of vegetation classes and/or open
water.
10. Two or more islands or inclusions of upland within the wetland are present.
11. Dominant wetland class includes deep or shallow marsh or wooded swamp.
12. More than three acres of shallow permanent open water (less than 6.6 feet deep),
including streams in or adjacent to wetland, are present.
13. Density of the wetland vegetation is high.
14. Wetland exhibits a high degree of plant species diversity.
15. Wetland exhibits a high degree of diversity in plant community structure (e.g., tree/
shrub/vine/grasses/mosses)
16. Plant/animal indicator species are present. (List species for project)
17. Animal signs observed (tracks, scats, nesting areas, etc.)
18. Seasonal uses vary for wildlife and wetland appears to support varied population
diversity/abundance during different seasons.
19. Wetland contains or has potential to contain a high population of insects.
20. Wetland contains or has potential to contain large amphibian populations.
21. Wetland has a high avian utilization or its potential.
22. Indications of less disturbance-tolerant species are present.
23. Signs of wildlife habitat enhancement are present (birdhouses, nesting boxes, food
sources, etc.).
24. Other

1

In March 1995, a rapid wildlife habitat assessment method was completed by
a University of Massachusetts research team with funding and oversight provided
by the New England Transportation Consortium. The method is called WEThings
(wetland habitat indicators for non-game species). It produces a list of potential
wetland-dependent mammal, reptile, and amphibian species that may be present
in the wetland. The output is based on observable habitat characteristics
documented on the field data form. This method may be used to generate the
wildlife species list recommended as backup information to the wetland evaluation
form and to augment the considerations. Use of this method should first be
coordinated with the Corps project manager. A computer program is also available
to expedite this process.
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RECREATION (Consumptive and Non-Consumptive) — This value considers the suitability
of the wetland and associated watercourses to provide recreational opportunities such as
hiking, canoeing, boating, fishing, hunting, and other active or passive recreational activities.
Consumptive opportunities consume or diminish the plants, animals, or other resources that
are intrinsic to the wetland. Non-consumptive opportunities do not consume or diminish
these resources of the wetland.
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1. Wetland is part of a recreation area, park, forest, or refuge.
2. Fishing is available within or from the wetland.
3. Hunting is permitted in the wetland.
4. Hiking occurs or has potential to occur within the wetland.
5. Wetland is a valuable wildlife habitat.
6. The watercourse, pond, or lake associated with the wetland is unpolluted.
7. High visual/aesthetic quality of this potential recreation site.
8. Access to water is available at this potential recreation site for boating, canoeing, or fishing.
9. The watercourse associated with this wetland is wide and deep enough to
accommodate canoeing and/or non-powered boating.
10. Off-road public parking available at the potential recreation site.
11. Accessibility and travel ease is present at this site.
12. The wetland is within a short drive or safe walk from highly populated public and private areas.
13. Other

EDUCATIONAL/SCIENTIFIC VALUE — This value considers the suitability of the
wetland as a site for an “outdoor classroom” or as a location for scientific study or research.
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1.
Wetland contains or is known to contain threatened, rare, or endangered species.
2.
Little or no disturbance is occurring in this wetland.
3.
Potential educational site contains a diversity of wetland classes which are accessible
or potentially accessible.
4.
Potential educational site is undisturbed and natural.
5.
Wetland is considered to be a valuable wildlife habitat.
6.
Wetland is located within a nature preserve or wildlife management area.
7.
Signs of wildlife habitat enhancement present (bird houses, nesting boxes, food sources, etc.).
8.
Off-road parking at potential educational site suitable for school bus access in or near wetland.
9.
Potential educational site is within safe walking distance or a short drive to schools.
10. Potential educational site is within safe walking distance to other plant communities.
11. Direct access to perennial stream at potential educational site is available.
12. Direct access to pond or lake at potential educational site is available.
13. No known safety hazards exist within the potential educational site.
14. Public access to the potential educational site is controlled.
15. Handicap accessibility is available.
16. Site is currently used for educational or scientific purposes.
17. Other
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UNIQUENESS/HERITAGE — This value considers the effectiveness of the
wetland or its associated waterbodies to provide certain special values. These
may include archaeological sites, critical habitat for endangered species, its
overall health and appearance, its role in the ecological system of the area, its
relative importance as a typical wetland class for this geographic location. These
functions are clearly valuable wetland attributes relative to aspects of public
health, recreation, and habitat diversity.
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1.
Upland surrounding wetland is primarily urban.
2.
Upland surrounding wetland is developing rapidly.
3.
More than 3 acres of shallow permanent open water (less than 6.6 feet deep),
including streams, occur in wetlands.
4.
Three or more wetland classes are present.
5.
Deep and/or shallow marsh or wooded swamp dominate.
6.
High degree of interspersion of vegetation and/or open water occur in this wetland.
7.
Well-vegetated stream corridor (15 feet on each side of the stream) occurs in this
wetland.
8.
Potential educational site is within a short drive or a safe walk from schools.
9.
Off-road parking at potential educational site is suitable for school buses.
10. No known safety hazards exist within this potential educational site.
11. Direct access to perennial stream or lake exists at potential educational site.
12. Two or more wetland classes are visible from primary viewing locations.
13. Low-growing wetlands (marshes, scrub-shrub, bogs, open water) are visible from
primary viewing locations.
14. Half an acre of open water or 200 feet of stream is visible from the primary viewing
locations.
15. Large area of wetland is dominated by flowering plants or plants that turn vibrant
colors in different seasons.
16. General appearance of the wetland visible from primary viewing locations is
unpolluted and/or undisturbed.
17. Overall view of the wetland is available from the surrounding upland.
18. Quality of the water associated with the wetland is high.
19. Opportunities for wildlife observations are available.
20. Historical buildings are found within the wetland.
21. Presence of pond or pond site and remains of a dam occur within the wetland.
22. Wetland is within 50 yards of the nearest perennial watercourse.
23. Visible stone or earthen foundations, berms, dams, standing structures, or
associated features occur within the wetland.
24. Wetland contains critical habitat for a state- or federally-listed threatened or
endangered species.
25. Wetland is known to be a study site for scientific research.
26. Wetland is a natural landmark or recognized by the state natural heritage inventory
authority as an exemplary natural community.
27. Wetland has local significance because it serves several functional values.
28. Wetland has local significance because it has biological, geological, or other
features that are locally rare or unique.
29. Wetland is known to contain an important archaeological site.
30. Wetland is hydrologically connected to a state or federally designated scenic river.
31. Wetland is located in an area experiencing a high wetland loss rate.
32. Other
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VISUAL QUALITY/AESTHETICS — This value considers the visual and aesthetic quality
or usefulness of the wetland.
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1.
Multiple wetland classes are visible from primary viewing locations.
2.
Emergent marsh and/or open water are visible from primary viewing locations.
3.
A diversity of vegetative species is visible from primary viewing locations.
4.
Wetland is dominated by flowering plants or plants that turn vibrant colors in different seasons.
5.
Land use surrounding the wetland is undeveloped as seen from primary viewing locations.
6.
Visible surrounding land use form contrasts with wetland.
7.
Wetland views absent of trash, debris, and signs of disturbance.
8.
Wetland is considered to be a valuable wildlife habitat.
9.
Wetland is easily accessed.
10. Low noise level at primary viewing locations.
11. Unpleasant odors absent at primary viewing locations.
12. Relatively unobstructed sight line exists through wetland.
13. Other

ENDANGERED SPECIES HABITAT — This value considers the suitability of the
wetland to support threatened or endangered species.
CONSIDERATIONS/QUALIFIERS
1.
Wetland contains or is known to contain threatened or endangered species.
2.
Wetland contains critical habitat for a state or federally listed threatened or endangered species.
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